Committee on the Status of Faculty of Color  
Annual Report 2015-1016

Current committee membership list including changes in membership during the 2015-2016 academic year

Committee Members:
- Latanya Jenkins, Library, 1-8244, lnjenkin@temple.edu
- Srimati Mukherjee, CLA, srimati.mukherjee@temple.edu
- Rafael Porrata-Doria, Law, 1-7694, porrata1@temple.edu (new member)
- Wilbert Roget, CLA, 1-8273, wilbert.roget@temple.edu
- Rickie Sanders, CLA, 1-5650, rsanders@temple.edu
- Elizabeth Sweet, (Chr), CLA, elizabeth.sweet@temple.edu
- Karen M. Turner, SMC, 1-8386, kturner@temple.edu
- Kimmika Williams-Witherspoon, TFMA, 1-8417, kwilli01@temple.edu
- Sherry Yu, SMC, 1-1904, sherry.yu@temple.edu (new member)

Consultants
- John F. Street, (Consultant), CLA, jfstreet@temple.edu
- Marie Amey-Taylor, (Consultant), EDUC, marie.amey-taylor@temple.edu

Structural changes to the committee (e.g., creation of new subcommittees)
none

Number and frequency of meetings
During the fall of 2015 we met twice a month. In the spring of 2016 we met once a month.

Issues addressed by the committee
Lack of racial diversity among Temple faculty; ongoing need to have access to accurate data on faculty

Decisions or actions taken on issues
Organized and carried out four Chat in the Stacks events
- October 8th Diversity and STEAM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics
- November 12 Black Girls: Exploding the Myths.
- February 18th Presidential Primary: Politics and Elections
- April 14th Recognizing Dr. Sweet-Territorio Cuerpo-Tierra: My Pathway to a Cosmology of Bodies as Land in the City of Emotions.

Organized and carried out a Microaggressions workshop on March 22nd

Respectfully submitted,

Betsy Sweet
Chair